
Smart Performance 
Case Study
Budget: £350 per month
Business Sector:  
Direct Mail
Marketing & Advertising, Marketing, 
Marketing Companies, Advertising 
Companies



Campaign details

Customer Details

Business Category Direct Mail

Sub Categories/Ad Groups Marketing & Advertising, Marketing, Marketing Companies, Advertising Companies

Budget £350 Per Month

Channels All

Website Type Yell

Start Date 10th March 2020

Campaign Status Live

Campaign Location Targeting Luton, LU3 34 mile radius

Campaign Gender Targeting Men & Women

Campaign Age Targeting 18 to 65 ages old

Campaign Tracking Vehicles - New
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Campaign overview

Customer background
This is a company with 20+ years experience in document 
imaging, scanning, data entry, direct mail and invoice printing. 
They fall within the direct mail business category.

Objective: Traffic to site
Generating clicks to the website for potential customers to learn 
more and enquire about the services offered.

What we did with Smart Performance
As the business required both awareness and traffic generation, 
all channels were used to aid this. With call and online tracking 
enabled, we were able to track email, form submits and calls in 
the 12 months of the campaign. Calls to action such as ‘learn 
more’, ‘enquire today’ and ‘enquire online now’, were used to 
stimulate website visitors to take action.
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Campaign ads

Search Ads Instagram Ad Facebook Ad Display Ad
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Campaign results - 12 months

Estimated  
min clicks 304*

Estimated  
max clicks 1,250*

Achieved Monthly 
 clicks 1,120

13,443 Clicks 

205 Total conversions of which: 

107 On-site conversions 

98 Calls

* Estimated click range generated from the Smart Performance tool

Results are correct at time of publication and based on specific campaign criteria. This is not a guarantee of future performance.
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Campaign results
 The campaign delivered an average of 1,120 clicks per month

 40% of the budget was allocated to driving awareness across display and social,  
 with the remaining 60% generating interest via search

 Display and social delivered 81% of total clicks from the campaign and generated  
 57% of total conversions via form submits and emails

 Search ads brought in 43% of conversions, but most importantly, 98% of calls to  
 the business

 People were most responsive to Google search ads for both calls and conversions

Results are correct at time of publication and based on specific campaign criteria. This is not a guarantee of future performance.
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Campaign results £350 per month
Half of the campaign’s spend was used on Google Search in support of generating calls. The bulk of clicks from display 
assisted not only in building awareness, but also drove strong conversions.

Spend by Channel Clicks by Channel Conversions Distribution

  Bing     Display   

  Facebook     Google

  Bing     Display   

  Facebook     Google

  Bing     Display   

  Facebook     Google

2%

36%

55%

7%

73%

12%

7%

7%
50%

11%

17%

23%

Results are correct at time of publication and based on specific campaign criteria. This is not a guarantee of future performance.
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